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released after a few days of confinement. They even
made use of the periods of arrest in Turkish camps.
Becoming friendly with their guards they would
return to Ismailia with all the gossip of Sinai. There
is no better intelligence agent than the Sinai Bedouin
once he understands that facts, and not fairy stories,
are required from him : and, if the Turkish staff
found him less useful and less reliable, the reason
probably was due to their desire to hear what pleased
them rather than to learn the truth.
#	*	#	*	*	*
The retreat of the Turkish Expeditionary Force
from the Suez Canal in February 1915 brought about
in Cairo the consideration of a British offensive in
Asia Minor, many arguing that the security of Egypt
would be best attained by carrying the war into the
enemy's country. It must be confessed that a military
operation of this type is strangely attractive to the
adventurous mind. To cut the enemy's lines of
communication is a bold form of the counter-attack.
But the risk attached to a failure is great. The
invader may find the conditions of landing more
difficult than he had anticipated, and in the end have
to stand himself upon the defensive. In fine, no one
of the Allied Governments was likely to sanction such
an enterprise unless its result promised more than
some temporary tactical advantage in a subsidiary
theatre of the War. It was highly improbable that
a successful landing in the Gulf of Adana would
affect the general struggle. Even if Allied forces
got astride of the railway connecting Constantinople
with Aleppo, the manoeuvre would only hem into
Syria the Turkish armies operating on the Mesopo-
tamian and Palestine fronts: a useful but not very
important contribution to the War. To more cautious
thinkers the proposal that Egypt, whose garrison had
demonstrated the ease with which attack could be

